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Inside Track
Britain’s Largest Paper Admits: “Trump Was Right!”

AP Images
According to the British paper Daily Mail, Donald Trump was right about California’s notorious wildfires
being due to poor forest management. The evidence? The Golden State is adopting Trump’s plan for
preventing future raging arboreal infernos.

As the Mail relates in a June 19 article:

• Groups of 12-person crews are combing the 33 million acres of California forests and cutting down
trees to lessen the chance of wildfires 

• During the 2020 California wildfires, 31 people died and another 37 suffered non-fatal injuries due to
9,639 fires spread across the Golden State

• Former US President Donald Trump had blamed Cali’s ongoing and deadly wildfire problem on the
state’s failure to clear its forests of dead trees and debris

• Trump ultimately ended up withholding government aid to California until they put the plan into
practice, which recently began with cleanup crews statewide

• California will be using $500 million in government aid specifically to combat its deadly wildfire
problem

The paper also tells us that “state officials essentially laughed off the former president’s idea a few
years ago. Trump had suggested in 2018 that the Golden State start sweeping its forest floors of debris
that often aids in the spread of wildfires.”

There is another side, of course, with some experts opposing the plan. The Mail cites, for example, Los
Padres ForestWatch conservation director Bryant Baker as warning “that controlled burns threaten the
native plant areas of SoCal’s national forests.”

Yet it should be noted that what Trump suggested isn’t “his” idea or even a conservative one, but a
longstanding forest-management strategy. Consider, for example, that the left-wing New York Times
ran the following headline in August 2016: “Like Tens of Millions of Matchsticks, California’s Dead
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Trees Stand Ready to Burn.”

By Selwyn Duke

Czech President Calls Transgenders “Disgusting”

Miloš Zeman
wikipedia/OISV
Czech President Miloš Zeman denounced the transgender community as “intrinsically disgusting,”
commenting on a Hungarian law that bans LGBTQ material from schools and television for children.

The outspoken Czech leader wasn’t shy about sharing his views on gender-identity issues during
an interview with CNN Prima NEWS on June 27. 

“I can understand gays, lesbians, and so on. But do you know who I don’t understand at all? The
transgender,” Zeman said.“If someone undergoes a sex-change operation, he commits a crime of self-
harm. Every operation is a risk. And these transgender people are really intrinsically disgusting to me.”

Zeman’s remarks were made in connection with a recently passed Hungarian law that prohibits any
“display and promotion” of sexual content — including information on gender identity issues, gender
reassignment, and homosexuality — to children under 18 years old. The law was included in a larger bill
intended to crack down on pedophilia by creating a register of child-sex offenders, implementing
stricter punishments for child pornography, and barring pedophile offenders from jobs where they
would encounter children. 

The law has already been aggressively condemned by 17 countries of the European Union, with some
ironically calling to exclude Hungary from the ultra-liberal and tolerant European Union. Indeed, the
EU Commission has triggered legal proceedings against the Hungarian legislation, and EU Parliament
President David Sassoli threatened to halt Hungary’s COVID-19 relief payments over the pro-children
law.

President Zeman said these actions amounted to meddling in Hungary’s internal affairs, which he
believes is unacceptable.

According to Zeman, “[Hungarian Prime Minister] Viktor Orbán is not against homosexuals, but against
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the manipulation not only of parents, but also of children in sex education…. I see no reason to disagree
with him, because I am completely annoyed by the suffragettes, the MeToo movement and Prague
Pride.”

The Czech president went on to express his belief that sexual orientation is everyone’s personal
business and should not be put on display. 

By Veronika Kyrylenko

Message: Whites Need Group Therapy to Rid Themselves of
Racism

If you’re white, you belong in an “accountability” group to police and eradicate your racism.

This message is part of the Washington Post’s “The New Normal” video series posted June 18, hosted by
Nicole Ellis, who spoke with three others about the “tough job” white people have ahead. 

Remarkably, the quartet’s members agree that whites just don’t get it. They must segregate and
huddle, then learn they can’t look at everything through a “white lens.” Only then can they rewire their
brains and put an end to their inbred racism.

The show opens with Ellis’ intoning that the self-inflicted death of drug addict George Floyd was the
“first time that white people were becoming aware of their whiteness” and the “systemic ways that
white supremacy affects all of us.”

Rebecca Toporek, associate professor in the Department of Counseling at San Francisco State
University, said events such as Floyd’s death make white people “get aroused” and “get upset.”

Another individual, Resmaa Menakem, who peddles an ideological snake-oil called “somatic
abolitionism,” offered the usual hokum about “structural racism.” Said Menakem: “White people need
to start getting together specifically around race” for “one, two, three, four, five years.” 

Hostess Ellis then spoke to Ilyse Kennedy, who says her whites-only struggle group is “unpacking
wrong things they’ve been taught in history class.” She, too, had a tough job. She had to “unpack and
reorganize everything [she’d] learned because it was through a white lens.”

Kennedy thinks whites need a “period of deep shame for being white and for acknowledging the harm
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that our ancestors have caused.”

Message: Only after “one, two, three, four, five years” of struggle sessions can whites have “sustained
and meaningful relationships with people of color.” And even then, only Good Whites need apply. Bad
Whites must continue struggling.

By R. Cort Kirkwood

Government Now “Greatest Threat” to U.S., Warns Pastor
MacArthur

John MacArthur
Photo: R. Huggins
Pastor John MacArthur of Grace Community Church, who influences millions of Christians around the
world, argued that “the government” itself is now the greatest threat to the nation.

In a June 13 sermon delivered at his Southern California mega-church, headlined “When Government
Rewards Evil and Punishes Good,” Pastor MacArthur mocked President Biden’s claims about the
imagined threats facing America. “Our president said in the last month that the greatest threat to
America, he said, on one occasion, is systemic racism, which doesn’t exist,” the pastor argued. “He said
white supremacy, which doesn’t exist with any power. And then he said global warming, which doesn’t
exist either, and if it does, God’s in charge of it.”

The congregation giggled as the pastor summarized Biden’s increasingly unhinged views about the
alleged threats facing America. But then MacArthur dropped a bombshell: “In reality, the greatest
threat to this nation is the government.”

“The role of the government is to restrain evil, and when it functions to restrain evil, it is fulfilling its
God-ordained purpose,” MacArthur explained, citing verses 1 and 2 of Romans 13. “That government is
from God, by God, of God. It is designed as a necessary restraint in a world of sinners.”

And yet, as MacArthur explained in his sermon, when government fails to do what God created it to do,
“it yields up its authority,” just like a father would forfeit his authority if he began leading his family
into evil.

The popular and extremely influential California pastor noted that it is beyond the civil government’s
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prerogative to ban, modify, or mandate worship — something it has been doing throughout the
COVID-19 “pandemic,” especially in California.

Despite shadow banning, over 115,000 people watched MacArthur’s latest sermon on YouTube just in
the first few days after its release. Many more undoubtedly heard it on his church’s popular website,
and many more will hear it in the weeks to come.

By Alex Newman
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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